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Paper No. 23.

COAL MINING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

By E. GiLPiv, Jr., A.M., F.G.S., F.R.SC, etc.

Deputy Commissioner and Inspector of Mines.

The earliest discoverers do not mention coal in their accounts of Cape

Breton, althou^^h its outcrops in the sea cliffs are visible f)r miles. Tne

first printed account is found in Denny's work, published in 1672. In

1711 considerable amounts of coal were takun away by tlie French and

English, being broken out by crowbars, and loaded into boats. Tlio

building of the great fortress (»f Louisberg in 1720 led to the first regular

coal mining in the Island of Cape Breton. The great numbers of arti-

ficers, soldiers, etc., engaged in its construction were supplied with fuel

from the ten feet seam on the north side of Cow Bay, now known as

the Block House seam. These old workings were carried on above

water level, and can st'il be entered.

During the English occupation of Cape Breton from 1745 to 1749,

the beds of coal at Burnt He id and Little Bras D'Or ware dra,wn

upon for fuel, and block houses were built to protect the workmen

against the Indians and Pintes. In 1752 the pit at Burnt Head took

fire, and the fort and other buildings were burned. Tae tracjs of the

fire are still visible for nearly a mile along the outcrop of the seam.

From this date until 1784, when Cape Breton was erected into a pro-

vince, little was done in the way of coal mining. No satisfactory leases

were issued, and the records show little beyond the supplies of fujl du^

by the soldiers for the garrison ,<,t Hilifax, and the steps taken to pre-

vent theft of the coal by Americans, etc.

In 1820, when the island became part of the Province of Nova Scotia,

more decided steps were taken, and considerable amounts of coal were

mined from the Sydney main seam. Finally, in 1827, all the mines of

the Province passed into the hands of the General Mining Association

of London. It may be remarked here that in the Pictou and Cumber-

land districts the coal seams attracted less attention, as they were not so

accessible as in Cape Breton ; but previous to 1827 numerous attempts

were made to open mines in Pictou County. The causes of the ill

success of all these ventures hitherto made were the excessive royalties
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charged, the shortiieas of the leases, two to five years, and the want of

a regular market.

From 1785 to 1827 the annual coiil sales in Cfipe Breton varied

between 2,000 and 11,000 tons. The selling price per ton being about

$2.50. 'J he roynlties charged were from 60 to 90 cents per ton.

The trnnsfer of tiie crown minend franchises of the Piovince was a

curious one, and mnrks almost the last of the excessive prerogatives

exercised by the English crown in colonial matters. The Duke of York
having become greatly embarrassed financially, his brother King George

the Foui'tli, b} an act of the Eoy.d prerogative, granted him for 60 years

all the mines and minerals of the Province, subject to certain rents and

royulties, for the purposes of the provincial civil list. This princely

gift, recalling the generosity of eastern potentates, was transferred by

the Duke of York to the gnat firm of London jewellers, Messrs. Eun-
dell & Bridge, who had organized the General Mining Association of

London, for the purpose of acquiring and working mines in various

parts of the world.

This company expected at first that the copper ores of Nova Scotia

would prove a source of revenue to them, but after a careful minera.

survey they decided to turn their attention to the coal deposits. They
vigorously opened mines at Sydney, Bridgeport and Lingan in Cape
Breton, in Pictou County at a point now known as Stellarton and

at the Joggins in Cumberland County, and worked them with varying

success up to the year 1858, which saw the opening of a now pa^e in

this history.

The monopoly was at first viewed with great approval in the Province,

and the immense expenditures necessarily involved in starting these

mines, and their equipment of foundries, machine shops, tramways, etc
,

were favorably received by a scattered pofiulation, entirely engaged in

farming, fishing, and lumbering. Jn a few years, however, as population

and enterprise increased, the restrictions of so great a monopoly began

to cause irritation, which fuund expression in many an angry speech in

the Provincial Legislature. Finally in 1858 the General Mining Asso-

ciation agreed with the Province that they would retain for a term of

18 years certain large tracts of coal lands, with powers of extension

under lease, and surrender for ever all other coal seams and other

minerals. The consideration for this was the reduction of the royalty

on large coal to 4y\ d, and the abolition of the fixed rent of £3,000

per annum. The General Mining Association under this agreement

retained possession of 46 square miles of coal lands. These areas were
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selected by Mr. R. Brown, then thciir general m.-innger, with excclhsnt

judgment. Ilia work on the coal ticlds of Capo Breton gives the Coal

mining history in full detail.

By the judicious and well timed compromises made by the four

parties interested,—tlie crown, the representatives of the Duke of York,

the Province of Nova Scotia, and the Association, a happy scttlfment

of this great monopoly was arrived at. The incubus of a single

corporation, owning by an unassailable title the varied minerals of a

Province, in great measure settled by those who left the rebel colonies

to live under the English flag, was happily removed in time to prevent

the development of feelings inimical to the powers that thought-

lessly piirverted the guerdon of nature to those who had, by the greatest

possible test, demonstrated their loyalty.

The energy and wealth of this Company was of great benefit to the

Province, and its conduct and that of its chief officers has ever

been honorable, and calculated to set an example of honesty and

reliability. The Association has now disposed of all the roal lands

owned by it in Nova Scotia proper, an I retains its selections in Cape

Breton, operating chiefly in the historical Sydney main seam, which

has been drawn npon by the miner for over one hundred years.

The natural result of the unlocking of so vast an amount of possibi-

lities of mineral wealth beyond tlie dreams of avaritic followed this

settlement. The development of the gold, gypsum and other minerals

immediately followed the period during which the simple farmer

doubted if clay were a mineral or not. The Government upon the

completion of the agreement threw open the coal districts, and leases

were readil/ obtained. A large number of collieries were opened and

much speculation indulged in. The 24 per cent, ad valorem duty on

coal going into the United Slates having been removed in 1853, it was

anticipated that an unbounded m:irket was assured. The total sales

in 1858 were 22(i,725 tons, of which 186,743 were sent to the States.

From this date up to 1867, when a duty of $1.25 was imposed, the

exports to the United States had increased to 404,252 tons out of a

total sale of 471,185 tons.

In 1872 the duty was lowered to 75 cts., when the United States

took 154,092 tons out of 785,914 tons sold. Last year the State

took 73,892 tons (of which about 50,000 tons were smalls) out of a,

total of 1,519,684 tons sold. These figures show the steady growth of

the home markets, and the fact that there is at present little room for

Nova Scotia coal in the New England markets. The mutual removal

Jl.
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of the duties on soft coal would, in tlic opinion of many of the provin-

cial coal mine managers, result in the almost total loss of the Upper
St. Lawrence trade, without any prospect of replacing it by a trade with

the I]astern seaboard of the United States, which would have to start

with a biisis of at least 750,000 tons.*

Tlie following Tables show the coal sales to the United States for

number of years, and the annual sales to all quarters by decades :

—

* Tlie ton of coal in this paper is 2,240 Ihs.

COAL.

NOVA SCOTIA EXPORTED TO THE UNITED STATES.

Years.
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The following figures will show the markets in which Nova Scotia

coal is being sold at present:

—

COAL.—Sales.—1887.

Markets. Year 1887.

Nova Scotia :

Land Sales 266,005

Sea borne 203,459

N. S.—Total 469,464

N. Brunswick 186,511

Newfoundland 82,053

P. E. Island 50,815

Quebec 650,858

West Indies 6,140

United States 73,892

Other countries 151

Total 1,519,684

The limits of this paper would be too extended were the geological

and chemical particulars of the Nova Scotia coal beds to be given here,

and the author trusts that at some future time the Society may see fit

to allow a description of them to find a place in the Transactions.

The coal of Nova Scotia is bituminous and frequently coking, the

differences in quality between the various districts being referable per-

haps to local conditions of pressure, "tc. Stratigraphically the Cape

Breton seams hitherto worked are flat lying, those of Pictou and Cum-

berland are pitching, the average of the former being, say, 1 in 10, of

the latter 1 in 3. The thickness of the seams worked in Cape Breton

varies between 4 ft, 9. in. and 9 feet, of the Pictou seams 4 to 15 feet,

and of the Cumberland seams 3 ft. 6 in. to 11 feet. The conditions of

floor and roof vary in each mine but do not present any striking pecu-

liarities. In the bicker seams when the roof is bad, it is sometimes

practicable to leave on a few inches of coal to assist in supporting it.

Id some cases this coal is recovered when the pillars are drawn.

The earliest operations in the pitching seams of the Pictou district

were conducted by sinking pits to gain successive lifts. The Pictou

main seam, having a thickness of 38 feet, has so far been mined on
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two systems, of which the following account, taken from a paper read by

the author a number of years ago before the North of England Mining

Instituti' will serve as a description. The first system has now been

abandoned, but it is interesting, as by it the coal was taken to the full

height.

Levels were turned right and left from the pit, and when the shaft pil-

lar was won, incline or gate roads were driven uphill, one half on the

angle of the seam, every 50 yards. Six " bords" or working places, 18

feet wide, were turned away as the gate road went up, parallel to the

levels, and at distances far enough apart to secure pillars 8 to 10 yards

thick. Eighteen inches of coal were left on as a roof. These " bords"

were driven 12 to 15 feet high, and continued until intersected by the

next " gate" road. Bails were laid up the gate roads, and into the bords,

and over them the tubs, holding 12 bushels, were drawn by horses, into

the working faces, filled, and taken down to the level. The force of

the loaded tub descending the inclined gate road was lessened by fasten-

ing to the rear of the tub a loose chain passing round a stout post, fixed

at the head of the gate road, and dragging on the ground.

When it was determined to work the lower division of the seam, the

same gate roads were driven level until the bottom of the coal bed was

reached, and then continued as before. The second lift of 15 to 20 feet

in height was taken out in bunches of regular open cast work in the

former bords already worked in the top of the seam. Beams of6 inch

timber placed horizontally at the level of the pavement of the former

bords secured the sides of the pillars, and if the roof proved bad, props

were set on them. This plan of working was attended with much dan-

ger to the miner. His eye could not reach the roof of these murky cham-

bers, and his candle's gleam was reflected only by the white fungus

which covered the timber. The shape of the pillars at right angles to

the dip, narrow, and having long jibs, was n t calculated for strength.

The dip of the seam rendered the course of the bords imperative, and

the ribs were weakened by the cleat of the coal running obliquely across

them. These pillars were never robbed, and have now nearly all

crushed. As considerable amounts of gas were given ofi^, ventilation

was attended with difficulty, and serious fires happened, some of which

were put out only by filling the workings with water.

The accompanying sketch plan No. 1 will show how these workings

were laid out.
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The plan now most in favor is to drive a " balance " 10 feet wide

and 10 feet hi<ih from the level straight to the rise of the seam for a

distance of about 450 feet. One or more parallel airways are driven

at the same time, and of smaller dimensions, in order that the necessary

air may be carried uphill and down auain as the work progresses. Two
tracks of about 2 feet gauge are laid in the balance to within 20 feet

of its face. Upon one of these tracks is placed an empty tub to be filled

with ballast, on the other a truck having its floor made level through one

pair of wheels being greater in diameter than the other. A section of rail

corresponding in gauge to that used in the pit is laid on the platform.

At the head of the balance is placed a drum, having a powerful

brake, and two ropes leading to the ballast tub and platform. The

former being at the top of the balance, and the platform standing in a

gap in the level railway or in a siding from it, a continuous track

is obtained by the rails referred to on the platform. An empty

tub being pushed on the platform it is evident that the road

becomes self-acting, for the tub, at the top of the balance, on being

loaded with ballast, will by its weight draw up the empty tub and plat-

form. The platform can be arrested by means of the brake opposite

the mouth of any of the .jords which are driven similarly to those

already referred to. There being a section of track in the bord, the

empty tub is landed and replaced by one filled with coal. This addi-

tional weight causes the platform to descend and draw up the ballast

box which is ready for another tub. The accompanying sketch shows

how this system of work can be laid out.

The pillar above the level is left 50 feet thick, and the bords start

from the balance and run level for about 150 yards to the next balance.

They are 15 to 18 feet wide, and 12 to 15 feet high, with pillars 35

feet thick, and cross cuts for air every 60 feet. The top bord is fre-

quently driven through into the next balance, and the rest squared up,

leaving a thin barrier of coal ; but to gain time the next balance can be

driven through the pillars of the bords of the first balance. The boxes

are handled by the miners, and two boys can transfer the coal from a

dozen bords to the level, without any assistance from horses, etc.

When the scam pitches at an angle heavier than 25° there are two

modifications of this system that can be adopted. By one of them

the track in the balance is done away with, and the coal tubs of

each bord are emptied into the balance itself In this case the

coal will run either in the pavement or in a shoot made of iron

sheets. At the point where the balance meets the level, the shoot is
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carried at a lessened angle, so that it will project into the level at a height

sufficient to allow the pit tubs to pass under its mouih. They are filled

by lifting a door at the mouth of the shoot opened by the driver with

the assistance of a lever. In the other modification the bords are driven

direct to the rise from the level and a shoot laid in each one. The coal

is loaded from the shoots on the level in the manner just described.

This system has not been generally approved of from the difficulty of

airing so many uphill places.and the cost of getting timber to the faces.ctc.

On tlie Cither hand, tlie cost of material is less, there being no rails or

tubs required in the bord,-*, and the pillars are formed parallel to the dip

of the seam.

In the Pictou and Cumberland districts, of late years, the se^ims,

whenever IocpI conditions permitted, have been opened by slopes. The
slopes are usually driven in pairs with one or more back slopes for ven-

tilation. A crop pillar of two or three hundred feet being left, the first,

levels are turntid away at a distance of six or seven hundred feet from

the crop, and operations carried on as from a shaft. The slopes are

driven wide enough to admit of a double track of the gauge of the pit

tubs, usually froml ft. 6 ins. to 2 ft. 6 ins., and provided with the usual

switches. The signalling is done by wire signal cord striking a gong or

giving a blow by means of a hammer on an iron plate. This method

answers witli a well stretched wire neatly hung and smartly hanilled,but

electric signnls would prove more satisfactory. The writer understands

that the experience of H, S. Poole, Esq., agent, with electric signalling at

the AcaiHa Colliery, is so far satisfactory. Tuleplionic communication,

between the pit workings and the bank head has been tried, b'At at present

is in operation only at the V;ile Colliery. I'here is an arrangement

made at some mines, whereby the ascending train of loaded tubs

by striking a levor a few yards before the bankhead is reached rings

a bell in the engine room, and cautions the engine tender. To prevent

the empty tubs from running down the slope should they escape the

banksman's hands, a weighted lever is placed at the head of the slope,

between the rails of the track for the empty tubs. When at rest, the

unweighted end rises above the rails so as to engage with any descend-

ing tubs, while it offers no obstacle to the passage of ascending tubs,

which are heavier than the weighted end.

In the flatter lying seams of Cape Breton, t'le methods of winning and

working the coal do not differ materially from those common in Eng-

land. Usually the levul^j are driven in pairs from the shatt bottom.
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Gate or horse roads arc turned away from them, and the bords opened

out of the horse roads at such angles as may best suit the requirement

of the mine. As the bords advance the gate road is frequently turned

up the first bord until it reaches a point near the working faces, when it

resumes its normal course, so as to sliorten haulage.

At the Gowrie Colliery bords nre driven eleven yards wide and the

pillars left seven yards tliick. When the bord is fiist started a road is

laid on each side, and the dirt, etc., stowed in the centre. Afterwards a

cut is made through the stowage, and the double rond maintained

only at the face. By this system under a moderate cover, the maxi-

mum of coal is got at the first operation, and the drawing of the pillars

when the rooms have gone their distance, should give a good pillar coal

with little danger of creep.

Pillarage.—The shape and size of pillars varies with the depth of the

seam, and the nature of the roof. The earliest workings along the crops

of the seams left smsill square pillars, which have frequently crushed

and caused trouble by the admission of surface waters.

At Springhill between the 1,300 and 1,900 feet levels, the main

"level pillar" is 100 feet thick, then succeed 12 feet bords, with 35 feet

pillars, with the middle pillar of the balance 50 feet thick. There are

seven bords on each baLmce, and the block of coal between the 1,300

and the 1,900 feet level is 550 feet wide. The loss of coal in working

the bords and heads is abjut 18 per cent,, and when taking out the

pillars the loss is 15 to 20 per cent, in tlie high coal (C 14 feet), and in

the low coal (4 feet thick) about 5 per cent. At the Albion Colliery,

when working nine to fifteen feet of the upper part of the main seam

at a depth of 900 feet, the bord pillars were left 35 feet wide and from

75 to lUO feet long, the level pillars being a little thicker.

In Cape Breton, at the Sydney (main seam) workings, in the earlier

mining, the bords weri; 6 or 7 yards wide, and the pillars 10 by 14.5

yards. In the Queen Pit workings, 360 feet deep, the bords were 5^

yards wide. In the present workings, 600 to 800 feet deep, the size of the

bords has not been alfccred,but the pillars have been made a little larger.

These examples will serve to show the practice generally adopted. In

a few collieries the extraction of pillars is systematically carried on, and

usually closely follows the completion of a p anel of bord and pillar

workings. No regular rule has been laid down for the initiation and

conduct of the operation. In some mines, as soon as the workings of

any lift are finished, the pillars are drawn back ; in others the pillars of

each balance or shoot are drawn to suit the trade. The experience so
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far gained ia in favor of the former practice. Frequently, the extraction

i& so arranged, that the upper pillars are worked in advance of the

lower ones, under a belief that by tins means the roof is most readily let

down and settled. In other cases the line of the full dip is taken as

the range of the working faces.

The top and bottom pillars, forming tin- high and low sides of the

levels of the various lifts, are allowed to remain untouched, in order to

provide for drainage, etc., or the bottom pillar, immediately above the

main level, is left to be taken out in the extraction of pillars in the next

lift, whenever there is other provision maiie for air, etc. The pillars

are either attacked from the lower end next tt e goaf, and carried back

the full width, or a head is driven into the pillar and widened out

sideways, first toward the goaf and then backward. The aim is to

allow the roof to fall as quickly and completely as possible, to prevent

weight from being thrown down-hill on the levels or any lower workings,

and the timbering is proportioned so as to iifford protection only for

the removal of the succeeding pillar. But it will be understood that in

steep scams, with questionable roof, having a thickness of 10 to 15 feet,

QO hard and fust rule can be carried out.

In the flat lying seams of Cape Breton, little pillar work has been

done except at the Caledonia colliery, where the pillars lying under a

pressure of 100 to 200 feet, and of good dimensions, have been success-

fully drawn.

In many cases, however, the pillarago has been viewed rather from

the standpoint of a support to the roof than as a future supply of coal.

The great question is that of water, and no doubt in many of the Gape

Breton collieries worked at shallow depths, the increased pump costs

would, at the present price ofcoal, outweigh any gain from the cheapness

with which it can be mined in comparison with bord coal. At present the

most advanced mming practice in the province, is in favor of moderate

sized pillars, to be drawn at the earliest possible moment. Even adopt-

ing this principle, except in the case of a few mines, the conditions of

trade are unfavorable to extended and ssystematic pi'lar workings at

considerable depths, for the shipments are interrupted during the depth

of winter. When pillars are not taken out, the percentage of coal

removed may vary between 25 and 35 per cent., when they are drawn,

as high as 90 per cent, of the seam has been gained.

In Cape Breton the coal lying, as already mentioned, at easy angles

is attacked through shafts, except at the Victoria and Reserve collieries.

At the Victoria mine, at Low Point, the seam lies at a heavy angle.
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Here two slopes spread out on the half pitch of the seam, and have,

intermediato between them, one driven on the full pitch of the seam.

This is used for ventilation and pumping, and will ultimately serve for

the tail ropes of a system of haulage, which will pick up the tubs in

the level and haul them direct to b.mk. The empty tubs runnin<' down
the slopes by their own weight, will be taken along the levels by the tail

ropes. This arrangement will do away with the level horsos. The
balance system has been adopted horc.

At the Eeserve mine, the scam was opened by a slope, but the

mining wisdom of this procedure is doubtful, the suam lying at so low

an angle that the empty tubs are landed with difl&culty at the bottom

of the slope. In order to provide more pit room, at a point in the

slope, about ten chains from its mouth, a steeper slope, having an
inclinjition of one in three and a half, has been driven to intersect the

Emery seam lying 95 feet below the one at present worked.

The following Table shows the depth of the main shafts of the prin-

cipal collieries :

—

Sydney,
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Underground, two large engines stand near the shaft bottom, and

draw the coal along a rise engine plane with dip slants. The rope on

he main level is an endless one. The train of full tubs starting from the

landing near the face of the plane run by gravity to the pit bottom, and

he train of empties, is drawn out by the tail rope. By means of spare

ropes lying in the dip slants, this system can be extended in any direc-

tion, and has been found to work satisfactorily fo" a number of years.

Under this arrangement, horses are used only to collect and distribute

the tubs from the landings and working falls, and their employment for

the long level haulage, which is over a mile on one side of the pit, ia

avoided.

At the International mine the coal to the rise of the shaft (80 feet

deep) having become exhausted, a slope was driven from a point a few

yards to one side of the shaft, on the full dip of the seam, for a distance

of about 2,500 feet, and at an inclination of 5^ ®
. The engine stands

at bank and is signalled from the foot of the slope. The track is of the

ordinary character, and a double rope being used, the employment of aa

automatic switch allows the train of empty tubs to pass the full ones,

irrespective of the landing they are being drawn from.

At the Caledonia mine a portable engine and boiler havo been placed

underground at the head of the slope driven to the full dip. The

smoke is led into the return. The system of raising steam underground

is open to objections. Precautions are taken to remove the soot, and to

lessen its liability to combustion, but any fire underground is a standing

menace to a mine. The writer is pleased to learn that preparations are

being made to generate the steam for the underground haulage at the

surface as such an arrangement must add to the safety of the pit.

At the Guwrie mine the haulaLre from the dip slant is conducted on a

system resembling that referred to as adopted at the International.

The tables of machinery will give full particulars as to size ofengines

above and b?low ground, their loads, steam supply, etc.

VENTILATION.

The furnace was employed for ventilating the Nova Scotia mines,

until a change was made in 1871 by the introduction of a Guibal Faa

at the Albiun mines . This fan was ten feet wide, and thirty feet ia

diameter, and yielded 75,000 cubic feet per minute at 47 revolutions,

being driven by a direct acting engine having a 24 in. stroke and 24 ia.

cylinder. The length of air ways was about 15,000 feet. Afterwards

fans were introduced at the Sydney, Intercolonial, Low Point, and
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Spriiighill collieries. At tho latter the seams being inclined anil close

togetlier, it wio fbuwd practioabl'^ to use "blow-down" fans placed

directly over the downcapt ana driven by a belt, so as to air the mine

in sections having comparatively short aiiways. The volumes of air

in cubic feet passed per minute by thesr- fans vary from 15,000 to

89,000. The iiighest record being that cf the Intercolouisi! colliery,

which durinii tho year 1887 maintained an average monthly circular

tion of about 85,000 cubic feet.

In Cape Breton at tlie Reserve, International, Caledonia, nnd Oowrie

mines, furnaces are still used, but the rapid extension of the workings

of tiiese collieries during the past few years renders a more efficient

ventiluting power imperative. At one mine only, the Gowrio, is there

any opportunity given for the furnace to do proper duty. Here it is

placed near the bottom of the drawing shaft, being connected with it

by an ascending drift, which enters the shaft above the door heads.

Its dimensions are, length of bars 7 feet, height of bars above floor

2 ft. 6 ins., width of bars 7 ft. 8 ins., leni^jth of heated column, 307 feet,

height of crown of arch above bars, 5 feet.

The total length of air course is about 170,000 feet, least sectional

area, 56 ft., average sectional area, 64 feet. There are two air courses,

8,000 and 9,000 feet long. This furnace passes on an average 44,000

cubic feet of air per minute, with a consiimption of about 1^ tons of

coal during the twenty-four hours. The capacity of the furnace could

be increa-sed to about 50,000 feet if required.

At the other mines, wooden chimaies fifty to eighty feet high have

been placed on the shallow crop pits, which were first used for ventila-

ting, but as the efficiency of the furn ice increases in a ratio much

smaller than the increase in length of tlie upcast, these additions give

little assistance. The furnaces are of the usual pattern, being of brick,

•with arched roof, and having the grate about 2 feet from the floor,

about 6 feet wide, and 9 feet long. The volumes of air passed vary

from 20,000 to 43,000 per minute, the consumption of coal varying

from one to two and a quarter tons a day.

The furnace under favoring conditions of large grate area, roomy air

ways, and a long heated column, forms an efficient ventilator, but the last

named condition in our mines is but partially presented at the Gowrie Col-

liery. At present, they are operated under conditions which should lead

to the prompt replacement of the furnace system by mechanical ventila-

tors. The cost ofthe latter, ifone ofthe smaller and semi-portable patterns

be adopted, is but little larger, and it yields a much greater efficiency on
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the basis of coal consumption. Its work can be constantly supervised,

its niaxiuiuDi capacity readily rciiched, and in case of accidcut, if it be

properly placed, it is readily available for renewing the ventilation of

the patterns adopted here. Tiie Guibal has most satisfactorily stood the

tcKt of steady and long continued work, and its strength and durability

recommend it for mines having extended and irregular airw;iys. The

Capd fan, which is highly spoki-n of, lias not yet been introduced here.

The seams of tlie Cumberland and Cape Breton districts are very

free from gas, it having been met in appreciable amounts only in the

Springliill, Sydney, and CaUdonia collieries. Still, reasonable care in

systematically carrying the air through the workings is needed to pre-

vent dangerous accumulations. Paradoxical as it may seem, mines

giving off a small but steady amount of fire damp require constant watcli-

fulnt'ss on the manager's p.irt, as the employees do not bear in mind that

their enemy, although easily routed, seldom omits to avail himself of

any forgetful ness. Open lights and powder are used in all these mines.

In the Pictou district the seams are decidedly fiery, and much care

is given to ventilation. They are as far as possible divided into separ-

ate districts for ventilating purposes, and in all safety lamps are more

or less used, and the use of gunpowder either guarded by appointing

men to fire the shots, or in special cases prohibited.

TABLE SHOWING PRINCIPAL MECHANICAL VENTILATORS.
ENGINE AND FAN.

Colliery.

Name of ".=

Fan. t*

©

Pictou Co.
Intercolonial..

Acadia
Vale
Do
Albion

. 1^

.5 J:
t*

Guibal
Guibal
Guibal
Blowdown
Guibal

Nova Scotia St'irtevant

Cumberland Co.

Springliill

Do
Do

Cape Breton.
SyuaeT

Victoria

Blowdown
Do
Do

Guibal

Champion

a

16
20

24

12

24

8

20
24
24
24
24
12

12 36

12 i36

14 30

24

8

24

"I

7

8

10

6
10
5.5

7.5

6
8

10

4 turn

faaa

20
24
30
16
•',0

2.75

18

14

20

30

59

la

s
a

c

85.000 52
54,000

42.0001 55

20,0001

80,0001 39
15,000

Oh

4!,000
42,000

41,000

67,000

40,000

35
35

35

40

65

70
105

90
85 Belt,2 tol
45
70

55 BeU,2 tol
60 "

70 «

35

36 geared
3^ to 1
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PUMPING.

The aoams of tlio various (ILstr lets iiiny be considered as not carrying

large amounts of water. In tlio Springliill district three seams, lying

clos(' to<;ethtir, aru worked witli a steady extraction of pillars, under a

root' carrying so veial bcdsof pnrous sandstone, and a heavy surface cover,

and these conditions cau^'e u heavy pump charge.

In the Pietou district the overlying measures are shidey and compact

and pass litth' water, and at a depth exceeding 700 foot the workings are

dry and dusty. In Cape JJretou nearly .ill the mines are above the dry

zone, but they are not very wet. In the Sydney mine workings there is

little wiiter, the sultmarine workings being remarkably dry. At tliis

colliery a large iimount of water from the old workings has to ha

handled. The pump is a direct acting Cornish one, tiie dimensions

being given in the table of Cape Breton pumps, working through two

lilt', the low set 335 feet, the staple set S.'iO feet, total lift of water to

delivery drift from pump being 0G8 feet, The same was noticed in

the " Lingan " submarine workings. Under the Mines Regulation

Act submarine scams having a cover of less than 500 feet must be worked

in panels, and approaches caimot be driven under a cover less than 100

feet thick.

At several of the Cape Breton mines the pit waters are decidedly

acid, and necessitate phosphor bronze and other patent linings, etc., for

the working parts of the pumps.

At the G'Jwrie mines, Mr. Chas. Archibald has had much trouble

in contending against corrosive effects of the pit water. The pumping

shaft is 200 feet deep, and is divided into two bucket lifts. It was

found necessary to use babbit metal lining for the working barrels,

and iron and brass and gun metal shells, falls, etc. As the water

grew more acid from running over the small coal and stone in the

bords, as the workings extended, it was found that pump rods, pumps,

nut3,etc., were very quickly eroded. Fin dly wood pumps were used, and

the straps, clamps, flanges, etc., protected by layers of tarred flannel.

Similar precautions were taken with the rods, and finally the bucket

doors and clack pieces were made of wood instead of iron. Mr. Archi-

bald gave an interesting account ofthis matter in the Transactions of the

North of England Mining Institute. The writer published some years

ago a paper otj the Nova Scotia pit waters, from which he gives the

following analysis as serving to show the composition of some of these

acid waters.
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Block Iloune mine ; Cow Bay Analyst, Geo. Suv. Canida, 1872-73.

Suspended matter.

Sulpliate of iron '1510

Insolution.

Iron (as per salt) -2426

Iron (as proto salt) '1168

Man^^anese '0U78

Aluniinum. '0420

Calcium '1498

Magnesium '0618

Potassium '0134

Sodium '1884

Silica 0116

Sulphuric Acid 1-4808

Chloric Acid -4100

Phosphoric Acid
: traces

Organic matter ,
'2844

Total in 1,000 parts 30094

Water, yellowish brown color, acid reaction, and styptic taste.

* Gardener Colly, Bridgeport.

Iron Sulphate 2'750

Potassium sulphate -185

Calcium Carbonate -736

Magnesium Carbonate 'C25

Sodium Chloride -096

Alumina trace

Silica -225

Total in 1,000 parts 4'881

Water, clear with blueish shade, after standing, deposited reddish

sediment, ac:^ icaction and highly styptic taste.

The appended table will show that direct acting pumps are at present

the most fashionable, especially those of the Cameron and Knowles

pattern.

* Analyst, E. Oilpin, Jr.
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From these Tables it appears that in the year 1885, 1,352,205 tons

of coal were raised, and that during the same period 3,646,889 tons of

water were pumped—or nearly three to one. This estimate of the

relative amounts of coal and water extracted has seldom been made

over so large a district, and is interesting for reference beside the

enormous tonnage of water to ore in many metal mines. It should

however be remembered in considering these results that much of the

water is from old workings, and forms a permanent duty. At the

Sydney mines the present workings make little water, and the pumps

have to handle the seepage of the acreage resulting from a

century of mining and pillar working. At the Albion Colliery the pump

duty represents in a similar manner the water of the underlying seam,

as well as of the old workings in the thick coal which broke the roof for

many feet. Here the main shafi of the workings furthest from the dip

has been selected for pumping. The work is performed by substitu*

ting for the two cages, two tanks each 8 ft. 6 ins. by 3 ft. 3 ins. by 5 ft.,

which automatically open on entering the water, and by engaging

with a lever at the top of the shaft discharge without iiny attention.

The tanks are raised and lowered by the winding engine at an average

rate of 600 trips per day of 20 hours, which is equivalent to about

520,000 gals.

The pump at the Acadia Colliery is one of the best in use in our

coal mines. The lift is one of tlie heaviest single lifts in America, and

the following note will be of interest.

The mine is opened by a slope 2400 feet long, vertical depth 1000

feet. The pump is a Knowles of the duplex compound condensing

type, with high and low pressure steam cylinders, 12 and 22 inches in

diameter, 24 inch stroke with four 5^ inch plungers working against

a head of 435 lbs. per square inch. The column is six inches in

diameter, of wrought iron, the air chamber is 30 by 15 inches, the

steam pipe, 2600 feet long and four inches in diameter, takes tiie steam

from Babcock boilers on the surface, at a pressure of 105 pounds.

The pipe is protected with an infusorial earth jacket, the material

being taken from a local deposit. After four years' service this pump

has given no trouble, and no joints have leaked. There is no suction

on the pump, the lower valves being below the level of the water. The

pump usually makes 10 double strokes a minute, but could run 25

strokes, equal to 100 feet piston speed a minute. A small hydraulic

ram will raise the water from the lower level to the pump.
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Expansion in the steam pipes is guarded against by U pieces. The

pump stands in a house lined with brick, and having a cement floor.

The appended Table shows the winding engines at the principal

collieries, above and below ground. They are generally direct acting

for shaft work and geared tliree to one tor drawing through slopes.

As fuel forms a small item in tlie expenses of raising coal, low pressures

and simple engines are in use. The economy is more apparent than

real, and compound engines with the lessened wear and tear of boilers

would prove more satisfactory. The speed in the shafts is low owing

to their comparative shallowness. In the slopes tlie speed is practically

limited by the rate at which the empty tubs can run safely down the

incline.

At many of the deeper slopes, the men are raised in long tubs, hold-

ing from one to two dozen, with extra couplings, and a trip bar, or

" durkey " at the end of the last tub.

At the Intercoloninl colliery, the coals are drawn up the slopes, dip-

ping at an angle of 15°, 1,800 feet long, the gross weight being 11,400

lbs. in the space of 1 minute and 50 seconds, and the empty tubs are

lowered by brake in one minute.

The tubs lioid from one half to one and a quarter tons of coal. The

wheels are made with fast or loose axles, and vary in diameter from 10

to 12 inches. The gauge of the tracks is from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 8-in.

The following table will show the tubs used at the principal mines:

A TABLE

OP THE DIMENSIONS OK PIT TUBS IN USB AT THK PRINCIPAL COLLIERIES.

Name.
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Boilers.—In Cape Breton the boilers used for supplying steam to

the pumps and winding engines are generally plain egg ended and

cylindrical. Their dimensions vary in length from 20 to 37 feet, in

diameter from 3 to 5^ feet. The working pressure varies from 30 to

50 lbs.

In Pictou and Cumberland there is a greater variety seen. At the

Acadia Colliery four Babcock boilers, running at a pressure of 105

pounds, supply the fan and underground engine and pump.

At the Vale Colliery, Lancashire and tubular boilers are used. At
the West Slope, Springhill Collieries, two Galloway boilers, 7 by 30 feet,

form part of the battery. At several mines the plain ogg ended boilers

are used with pressures varying from 30 to 55 lbs. The consumption

of coal, part round and part slack, used for stationary and locomotive

engines, during the year 1887, was about 139,777 tons.

Transportation.—The various collieries are provided with railways

varying in length from one half to thirty-seven miles for shipment of

coal. The longest line in operation is that of the Cumberland Railway

and Coal Company, who carry coal four miles to the Intercolonial Rail-

way and thirty-three to Parr.'iboro on the Bay of Fundy. The hitter

line is operated at present principally for general passenger and freight

business, but it is expected that when tlieir shipping facilities are com-

pleted, much of their coal will find an outlet to St. John, New
Brunswick, and the United States, via Parrsboro, The same company

are now building toward the Gulf of St. Lawrence to obtain an outlet

at Pugwash, so that they can secure water transportation to Quebec and

Montreal during the summer months. A branch line ten miles long

from Macan, on the Intercolonial Eailway to the Joggins shore, runs

along part of the outcrop of the northern edge of the Cumberland coal

field. It has been opened this year, and promises to develop several

valuable coal seams.

The Pictou Collieries are connected with shipping piers in Pictou

Harbor, and with the Intercolonial Railway by short branches which

they operate with their own engmes and cars, using the Government

rolling stock when shipping over the Intercolonial road. In Cape

Breton the Sydney mines ship at North Sydney while the Victoria,

International, Reserve and Bridgeport Collieries ship at piers on the

south side of the Harbor. At Glace Bay, a brook, emptying into the

Atlantic, has been dredged into a spacious dock, capable of holding

half a dozen large steamers and twice as many square rigged vessels.

This dock was originally made through the enterprise of the Glace Bay
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Coal Company, but the Caledonia Coal Company liave recently utilized

it for shipping coal. At Cow Bay the Gowrie mine coal is shipped at

a pier protected by the Government breakwater. The railway now

being built through the Island of Cape Breton will, it is expected, be

extended, so as to connect all the principal mines with Sydney Harbor,

and ultimately to reach Louisburg Harbor, so that during the summer,

the busiest season, two outlets will be available, while the lessened winter

trade can be accommodated at Louisburg. At present the cost of main-

taining roads from one to eleven miles in length, with the rolling stock

equal to a shipment of 2,000 tons a day, for summer shipments, only

forms a heavy charge.

The various colliery roads and their equipments call for no special

notice. The locomotives are of English and American types, the cars

carry from four to six tons, and empty below. At the Sydney Mines

eflfective service is rendered by a locomotive built in the Company's

shops, the frame, axles and tyres only being imported.

The locomotives vary in power and weight up to a Baldwin

50 ton freight engine. The roads are largely laid with steel

rails, and are kept in very fair order. Ti»e only road calling

for any special notice is that of the Sydoey and Louisburg Coal

C'^mpany. This road runs from Sydney to the Reserve mine, a

distance of 8 miles, and 10 mi'esi further to the colliery at

Schooner Pond, formerly operated by the conopany, and extends to

Louisburg Harbor, making in all 32 miles. At present the line is

working only from Sydney to the Reserve Colliery, the rest having been

closed during the late depression in the coal trade. It is expected,

should the trade continue to improve as it has for the past few years,

that operations will be resumed on the Schooner Pond branch, and the

shipping piers at Louisburg be again utilized.

The road is well built and ballasted. Its gauge is 3 feet, with max-

imum grades of 1 in 100 against, and 1 in 75 with, the traffic. The

nature of the country has permitted a nearly straight line witli a min-

imum of curvature. In addition to two ordinary tank locomotives, it

is equipped with three Fairlie double truck locomotives, 25 tons loaded

weight, with 11 inch cylinders, 19 inch stroke, and 3 feet 3 inch

wheels, about forty trucks, holding 4 tons each, make a train.

These locomotives have done very good work, but it is a question if

this pattern ofengine on a narrow gauge road, will prove as effective in

winter as one of American pattern on tiie standard gauge, as they are

not so handy in snow, and have very little clearance.
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The wharves for coal shipments are all of wood, usually constructed

with blocks and lines of piling. The cheapest form is that of a long

pier with shoots on each side. In some cases a fall is given to a central

track for the loaded cars to run towards the end of the pier, and a

reverse grade for them to pass back to the shoots and return empty.

In other wharves the loaded and empty cars are moved by horses.

Where a level pier top is adopted, a system of ropes with hydraulic

capstans would be found quicker and cheaper than horse-power.

The pier of the Sydney and Louisburg Railway, as described in the

report of the Geological Survey, may be taken as a type of the most

approved wharf. This Htructure, at the terminus of the railway in the

town of Sydney, is a handsome and substantial structure, 620 feet ia

length, and 40 feet wide, with 36 feet of water at the end at high tide

(the ri^e and fall being about 4 feet.). The top of the pier standing 24
feet above high tide level is furnished with 4 tracks, and seven loading

shoots, and four traversing tables. The wharf is built upon very Ion"

and stout piles of Baltic timber, creosoted, and suitably braced by caps,

ties, and trusses. The superstructure is of native timber of good

quality, and strongly framed. The cost of the wharf is given at about

$20,000.00.

The creosoting has proved an effectual preservation against the

ravages of the teredo, and the piles, except a few imperfectly imprc-

oated, are in good condition at the end of fifteen years. The author is

not aware of other applications of chemically prepared timber for this

purpose in Nova Scotian wharves. Eeference has been made to the

very acid water pumped from the Gowrie colliery. This water runs

into the sea alongside their shipping pier, and, it is said, exercises

a decided effect in preventing damage from the naval borers, etc.

The systems of cutting the coal vary slightly. In the Pictou and

Cumberland districts, the bords, except in the very steep seams, are

necessarily driven level, regardless of the cleat of the coal. In the flat

Cape Breton seams the bords can be frequently turned so as to reap any

benefit from the aid afforded by the vertical natural divisions of the

seams. In the thicker seams the work embraces taking down the

" fall " or division of the seam next the roof, in a layer 3 to 4 feet

thick, and then lifting the rest of the coal in two benches of 2 to 4
feet in thickness. The precise thickness of each division is regulated

by any partings or " dirt bands."

The coal is " holed or undercut " below the fall to a depth of 3 to

4 feet, and the low side wall continued about the same distance into
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the solid coal, so that a shot in the upper fast corner will bring all the

coal down. The benches are kept a few feet behind, 80 as to allow a

footinfj; for work at the fall, and are blown up in one or more lifts as

the face ;idvances. In Cape Breton the holing is in the coal on the

floor, the coal being nicked on one side or in the middle. In the

Gowrie seam, the coal in the bords, thirty feet wide, after being holed,

and allowed to stand, is brought down without powder.

Eiicli working place has two miners, who sometimes employ a loader.

The coal in some of the Cape Breton pits is riddled underground through

meshes of ^ to 1 inch, and screened at Bank over bars J to J inch npart.

At the International mine the slack coal is raised by an elevator, the

Culm, separated by screening, and the nut added to the round coal. At

this colliery, Riggs' patent screen and tipper are found to prevent uuch

breakage of coal.

The prices paid for cutting coal vary slightly in each district. In

Pictou the prices paid in pillar working are from 37 to 40 cts. Borda

40 to 50 cts., narrow work 55 to 70 cts. per yard. The width of the

bords varying from 9 to 15 feet. Shiftmen are paid 31-3J to $1.50 a

day.

Loaders §1.20 to $1.30 a day. Boys employed on balances 80 eta.

to $1.00. Driver and trapper boys 50 cts. to 61.00 a day.

In Cape Breton the price per ton in bords varies from 35 to 47 cent:,

the highest being at the Victoria mine. Pillar coal varies from 35 to

40 cents. The cross cuts are paid at the rate of 35 to 59 cent?. LeveU

and winning places 50 to 69 cents, the wages paid to deputy overmen vary

from $1.25 to $1.60. Shiftmen are paid 80 cts. to $1.25. Laborers

wages are from 85c. to $1.00. Drivers underground 60 to 85 cts.

Trappers and couplers receive 32 to 40 cts. The miners in all the dis-

tricts generally live in houses provided by the companies,which are rented

at from $1.10 to $4.00 a month.

In the Springhill district the prices are nearly those of the Pictoa

mines, so that the flgures given fuirly represent those of the Province.

The coal seams of the Province, as may be inferred from the histori-

cal sketch, belong to the Government. The principle upon which they

are leased may be briefly discribad as follows : A license to search for

twelve months is granted over an area not exceeding five sqoare miles

in extent. During this period the holder of the license can select a

block of one square mile out of the five square mile area. This is called

a License to work, and can be held for three years. If daring this

period effiective mining opeiations are begun, the Licensee is entitled to

> )
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a lease for ci<;hty years in four equal periods. A few of tlie leases pay

a royalty of !t. 7 cents on every ton of 2,240 lbs. of round coal only,

i. e., coal tliat has psisscd over a screen, the bars of which are not more

than f inch apart while others pay 7.5 cents in every ton ofcoal round,

slack, or run of mine. In both cases coal used for workmen and engines

is free. There are at present 190 square miles under lease for coal

mining, of which not more than a quarter is actually being worked.

All leases, transfers, etc., are registered in the Mines Department,

which facilitates enquiry info title of mining properties held all over the

Province. There is also a Mines Regulation Act, basi'd on the English

act, and the companies comply readily with its provisions.

The accompanying Tables, pages 379-381, will show the production

and ?ales of etich colliery during the year 1887. The amounts used for

engine purposes include pumps, winding and other engines, locomotives,

etc., and Jire not in every case directly representative of the power

required for raising coal and pumping water.

The writer desires to express his in<Jebtedness to the Deputy Inspec-

tors, Mr. P. Neville, of Bridgeport, C.B., to Mr. Wm. Miidden, Jr., of

Westville, Pictou county, and to the managers of several collieries, for

tabular and other information. Among the sources of information

on the c al deposits of the Province mny be mentioned Dawson's

"Acadian Geology," "Coal Wining in Cape Breton" by Mr, R. Brown
;

" Mines and Mineral Lands of Nova Scotia " by E. Gilpin ; Ilcjiorts of

the Department ofMines 1862-1887 ; Papers by the writer and others

in the Transactions of the North of England Mining Institute and of

the Nova Scotia Natural History Society ; and the Eoyal Society

of Canada, etc.

In conclusion, the writer trusts thnt the sketch given by him of Coal

Mining in Nova Scotia may serve in a general way to show the systems

followed, and to indicate the capabilities of the different mines to meet

any expansion of trade. The tabular information has been carefully

revised, and it is trusted that the sins of omission have not been impor-

tant. Within the scope of a brief paper it has been found best, as far

as possible, to speak in general terms, as any detailed reference to each

colliery would have necessitated much repetition, and occupied much

Bpace.
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DISCUSSION.

Sir Wui. Dawson in tho course of his remarks rofiTrod to tho good sir W Dawson,

works which liad been done by Mr. (iilpiii in connection with coal

mining in Nova Scotiii, and said that he was indebted to him for much

information and assistance in connection with the Geohigy of the Pro-

vince of Nova Scotia.

Mr. (tilpin's history of the coal mining of the Province was very

interesting and in the main correct. The name Pictou is said to hiivo

originated with the old Micmues, because of the gaseous emanations

which were continunlly taking place on tlie outcrop.-; of the coal seams,

and the mines of that county had liecn opened by private enterprise, a

long time before they were iiccjuired by the General Mining Association.

He ref Tred in this couaectitja to some of the early pioueera of coal

mining in Pictou.

The coal wealth of Nova Scotia was undoubtedly great, and it would

bo long before anything like exhaustion took place. On the contrary the

mining was only beginning to be developed, and he had no douht that tho

time would come when Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, would becomo

the England of the Dominion and great centres of population. Mining

and minerals, unless a great chansze took place, would undoubtedly form

the basis of tlie wealth of the Dominion ; and determine the position

of the great cities of the future.

He was not prepared to spuak of tlic professional aspects of the ques-

tion, but he thought they could gather from Mr. Gilpin's paper a good

deal of information in regard to the work that had been done, and tho

fact that a good deal of mining skill had been brought to bear upon the

mines. The difficulties that had occurred in mining some of the pits,

especially in regard to the inflaumiable gases, had caused considerable

troubl and many serious accidents, notwithstanding the precautions

that had been tnken and the moans provided for the ventilation of the

mines. It was a matter of regret that so much good coal had been

lost by these accidents, and it was to be hoped that tlie mining compa-

nies would guard against them so that the loss of life and of money

might be reduced.

Mr. J. H. Bartlett considered this paper a very valuable one, not only Mr. Bartiett.

because it gave a history of the development of the mines and so many
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details of t'le various collieries, but because it brought so clearly before

tlie Society the value to the Dominion of the Coal Fields of Nova Scotia.

There were one or two points he desired to call attention to. The

first was the marked increase in the annual consunaption of coal since

Confederation, which had risen from f of a million tons in 1867 to 3^

million tons in 1886, the production of coal in Cancada having risen

fiom 623 thousand tons to 2,100.000 tons in the same period. The

substitution of coal for wood on mostof the railways no doubt accounted

in a measure for this large increase—but the increase in railway mile-

age from 2,218 miles in 1867 to over 13,000 miles in 1886, the addition

of 1^ million people to the population, and our constantly increas-

ing manutiacturing interests must not hi forgotten.

Having given some special attention to this subject of the coal trade,

and published some statistics, he presented tables showing the details

of the trade since Confederation as well as other particulars of the

collieries.

He desired to make a few remarks about the waste of coal in the

pits, the loss of time at the collieries, and on the subjects of handling

and freighting.

It will be noticed that the markets for Nova Scotia coal have, owing

to alterations in the United States Customs Tariff, been repeatedly

changed and, that since the duty was fixed at 75 cents per ton, very

little coal has been sent there, the local home market and the inter-

provincial trade having to be relied upon instead. This trade is grow-

in"-, but even with the duty of 60 cents per ton against imported coal,

there is a very small margin in the Montreal njarkct between the prices

of American Bituminous Coal and that from Nova Scotia.

The methods of conducting the business have been entirely changed

within the last few years. The old plan was to give a price per ton at

the shipping wharf in Nova Scotia ; competition now necessitates a

price being given delivered, so th;it a coal mining company has now

not only to mine and ship coal but has to charter vessels, or engage

freight and look after all the details of delivery and be responsible for

the condition of the coal when delivered here.

The customary methods of selling coal by what is known as " run

of mine," which, as the name implies, is the coal of all sizes as it comes

from the pit, or the opposite method of screening and separating " the

round " from " the slack," need only be mentioned except to say that

as it costs as much per ton to carry any size to markec, and as a much

better price is obtained for " lound " coal, it is obviously an important

matter to prevent breakage as much as possible.
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In many of the Cape Breton mines the coal used to be and may still

be riddled in the pit and only the screened coal hoisted, the slack coal

being left as not being of sufficient value to pay for the labor and gov-

ernment royalty.

The season of navisration limiting the lime of water shipment

from Pictou and Cape Breton, it naturally follows that in order to

get a good output, the mines have to be equipped to do what should be

a year's business in six months' time, and during the winter there is

nothing to do for a considerable period, except to keep the pits

pumped and in good order. If by any means this waste of co.il

and time could be obviated it would be of great benefit to the

trade and the solution would appear to be found in the 'iianufacture of

coke and of iron.

It has been found in the United States that coke can, to a large extent,

take the pl.ice of anthracite coal, and a large and important business is

done in crushing coke into sizes to correspond with the size of anthracite

coal so that it can be used in the same stoves, grates or furnaces. It

is used domestically for cooking in base burning stoves and in open

grates. Large quantities are used in hotels for broiling purposes, as it

makes a very clear and hot fire, and manufacturers of all kinds use

it in preference to anthracite.

The questions of handling and freighting are naturally considered

together, and owing to the short season of navigation, and the long

distance, abuut 800 miles by water to Sidney or Pictou, dispatch and

facilities for both loading and unloading are of the utmost importance,

a few hours extra delay per trip often losing a round trip in the season.

The number of round trips varies, of course, with the speed of the

steam eollier,but about 12 to 13 round trips isan ordinary season's work,

depending upon the dates of the opening and closing of navigation.

Mo.'^t of the vessels are hired by time charter for the season, and cost

from 100 to 150 dollars per day, exclusive of the fuel they burn and

the pay of the crew. The vessels carry from 1,600 to 2,000 tons of

coal to Montreal and return to Nova Scotia with water ballast, there

being no return cargo.

The usual time of unloading is from 25 to 30 hours, and means that

a vessel is usually in port 1 day and 2 nights, or 2 days and 1 night

loading and trimming taking about from 1 to 3 days.

Modern appliances, except bottom dumping coal waggons, are not

used at any of the colliery shipping points. The waggons or oars are run

out on to the pier the bottom dropped, and the coal falls into the vessel.
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As many of the collieries are isoliited, they could not afford any

improved appliances, but in many instances there can seem to be no

good reason why every individual coal mine should own a separate and

distinct railwny to the loading ground and a separate and distinct ship-

ping pier. The situation at Pictou is shown on the map on the wall.

Had the same amount of money been spent instend in rolling stock and

improved appli.'inces for loading, much money would have been saved.

The Port of Montreal with a fine water power running to waste in the

very harbour, seems to uc equally innocent of modern progress in the

way of facilities to expedite unloading and to save breakage. The

colliers use their own steam winches, and when the coal is raised in

buckets from the hold it is dumped over the side of the vessel into

carts. The lighter the vessel the higher the drop,or when dumped on to

a stock pile in the dock it is even more roughly bundled in the height

of the drop.

An interesting account of modern coal shipping machinery is to be

found in a paper read by Mr. MeConnochie before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, Endand, (Vol III, 1884).

Ninety hydraulic cranes are employed in the coal trade at tlie Hoynl

Albert Docks, London, seventeen at the Bute Bocks, and one hundred

and twenty-two at the Tilbury Docks, of which fifteen are portable.

A method, and one much in use in the United States, which handles

coal very quickly and cheaply is Hunt's Automatic Machinery. Several

examples of this plant, owned by private individuals, are to be seen in

Montreal on the Canal.

Mr. Brown. Mr. T. B. Brown remarked that Mr. Bartlett had seen most of the

ground within his range. He would say, however, that he was much in-

terested in the accounts given of the several appliances. But the trouble

was that while they would like to have anything that would facilitate the

handling of coal, reduce the breakage and enable the collieries to place

it in the market at a lower price, the difficulties of season, navigation?

wharves and barges stood very much in the way and made it impossible

for them to advance as they would like, however much they might de-

sire to do so. Those who were interested in the business would welcome

anything that would improve matters, but no one knew better than they

did the danger of going too fast. Some time ago a company was

started that brought into use, or tried to bring into use, what they con-

sidered the most suitable appliances for the purpose, but owinu; to

various difficulties that could not be overcome, connected with the season

trade, the flooding of the wharves, etc., the appliances fell into disuse,

much to the regret of those who would have liked to cootinue their use.
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While in years to come they might have a better process of handling

coal, he thought that the facilities in the St. Lawrence, and particularly

at Montreal, had improved very much, when the difficulties of the situ-

ation were lorne in mind. The speed with which the coal was dis-

charged had greatly increased, although the somewhat simple method of

discharging by means of the ships own winches was still resorted to.

A good many propositions of new methods were made, but he found

that they generally emanated from tho.se who knew tlie least about the

practical working of the coal.

The coal that came from Cape Breton was very friable, and those

who saw it leave the collieries in large round handsome pieces, averag-

ing the size of one's head, would be surprised to see it arrive here as

small as it might be seen at any time on tlie wharves. The Pictou and

other coals were much harder and arrived here in better condition,

although of course all the advantages were not supposed to be with that

coal.

It might not be appropriate at an engineer's meeting to say so,

but he would remark that there had not been that superabundance of

profit in the business to encourage or enable those engaged in it to

launch out into the improvements that such a trade demanded.

He would be delighted if any means could be introduced whereby

the conditions of this valuable trade could be improved. It was of

great commercial interest to the community at large, but, as he had

said, they had many difficulties to contend with, and he did not know

any business whatever to which the adage of making haste slowly,

could be better applied.

Mr. Kennedy asked if Mr. Brown could give any items of cost ofMr. Kennedy,

transportation, etc., to work upon, so tliat they might see what margin

of improvement could be made.

Mr. T. B. Brown said that his commercial memory was very faulty, Mr. Brown,

and though he might at some future time be glad to volunteer Mr.

Kennedy the information asked for. he did not think that it would be

exactly the thing for him to go into a general anatomy of the trade just

then.

Mr. Bartlett said it seemed to him that if they could attain a saving Mr. Sartiett.

of a bag and a half on each cargo it would make considerable differ-

ence in the cost of transportation. The methods that he had given a

des- .ription of were being used in Duluth, and the speed at which ves-

sels were unloaded was remarkable. A two thousand ton vessel could

be unloaded in 12 hours. The features of the tnde there were very

much the same as in this country, the work being all done by seasons, but

here they understood and appreciated the value of the saving of time.
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SlrW.DawBon. Sir W. DawsoD suggested that it would be more ndvantageous to

discuss the introduction of manufactories and the possibiliiy of smelting

ores at the places where the coal occurs rather than the manner of

handling the coal and rediiciog the breakage.

Mr. st.Qeorge. Mr. St. Georgc remarked that there were some rich men in Nova

Scotia, but there seemed to be little enterprise. Mr. Brown bad spo-

ken of Cape Breton coal being friable and broken up on its arrival here.

He thought this was due in some measure to the way in which it was

handled. He had seen coal dumped from a height of 40 or 50 feet

into the hold of a vessel.

Mr. Kennedy. Mr. Kennedy could corroborate what Mr. Brown had said in regard

to the friability of the coal. It was not altogether a question of hiind-

ling. The coal would arrive here in large lumps, but about a week or

two after landing on the wharf, the lumps would fall to piec.'s of

their own accord. This he presumed was occiisioned by the action of

the weather. It seemed to him that it would scarcely pay to handle

this coal carefully because it would fall to pieces anyway.

Mr. stGeorge. Mr. St. George thought that if the coal had not been cracked or

broken before it arrived the weather would not eflfect it so easily. At
the mines he had seen trolleys running along with three or four blocks

on a trolley, but after it had been letdown into the hold, the coal could

be counted in a hundred pieces. It might keep better if it were placed

in sheds.

Mr.Hannaford. Mr. E. Hannaford, chairman, asked Sir Wm. Dawson if he could

suggest the cause of the disintegration of the coal.

Sir'W.Dawson. Sir Wm. Dawson replied that the coal was traversed by joints run-

ning transversely (sometimes filled with thin films of pyrite or sul-

phide of iron) which admitted air and water causing tlie coal to

decompose and fall to pieces. This was particularly the case with the

Cape Breton coal. If exposed to the weather for any length of time it

was apt to become very friable, the least disturbance causing it to fall

to pieces. The Pictou coal was not so bad in this respect.

He referred to the fact that a good deal of coke was now being made

at Londonderry, and was of opinion that a largo amount of slack coal,

now being shipped would make good coke. It was the purest of coal

yet of no marketable value except as fuel for blacksmiths' fires, but

would make excellent coke.

Mr. Blackweil. Mr. K. Blackwell said that he had occasion to look into the system

of undercutting the coal in the mines by the use of a pneuniatio coal

cutting engine. He went down to Ohio and investigated the matter
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thoroughly and found that this machine had been the means of saving

all through the State from 25 to 30 cents a ton. He had purchased a

plant for the Gait mines at Lethbridge in the N. W., which was now

working and giving every satisfaction with a saving of about 25 cents

a ton.

The Spring Hill were the only mines in Nova Scotia having a decent

output and where perhaps it would pay them to get the best modern

machinery, but if all the mines at Pictou were under one management

the output might be sufficient to demand modern appliances also.

Mr. Bartlettsaid,that the total output of the Pictou district was underMr. Bartiett.

half a million ton^ and not so much as that of the Spring Hill collieries.

Mr. Gilpin has so happily summarised the salient facts of a very ex- Mr.M

tended subject that only one or two remarks need be added with special

reference to the practice in the Cape Breton coal field.

In discussing his description of plant, it must be remembered that

Cape Breton collieries have a daily output of from 50 to 100 p<^r cent,

greater than that for which the shaft, hauling and hoisting apparatus

was originally designed.

This increase has been made rather by extension or forcing of exist-

ing appliances than by modifications which every expert would suggest.

Consequently we have many appliances obviously uneconomic, but with

an ultimate justification in a state of trade for several years so depres-

sed, that no surplus has been available for reconstruction on the most

approved methods. Therefore, for example, the different capacities of

pit tubs does not indicate different views of the most economical size,

all the tubs arc the maximum the shaft in each case will admit. Again

we do not consider hauling and pumping from long distances to the dip

or furnace ventilation from shallow upcasts good practice, but the alter-

native is usually a new winning, which an engineer would recommend,

to be met by the non possumus of his directors.

Again the isolation of Cape Breton has developed a system of home

production really foreign to the business of mining, and a good deal of

mechanical work is made which at collieries nearer trade centres is

bought. At the Sydney mines of the General Mining Association, the

shops are extensive, and this year they built or finished building a

locomotive. Probably when we have rail connection with the continent

this will gradually disappear.

The readers of Mr. Gilpin's paper will scarcely realize the destruo-

tiveness of the water in some of the pits from his or any description of its

effects. The iUustration usually given to visitors is that a steel shovel

-^
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placed underneath a drip from the roof over night, will be eaten through

by the morning. At the International mine the corrosive bronzes

of punipmakerswere tested by hanging them in the discharge, and were

all eaten although this test is less severe tlian service as a working part.

Mr. Charles Carmichael, mechanical engineer of the G'lwrie mines,

after many experiments compounded a Babbitt metal, on whicli pit water

has no effect. The principal pump at Gowrie mines, is a Knowles plun-

ger pump, with four large valves instead of nests of smi '1 ones, and with

the plunger covered with their own composition. So strong was the

opposition oft he mechanical staff at the Knowles works that a special

mandate from the president was necessary to have the pump built as

ordered. It has worked perfectly, and when through the kindness of

Mr. Archibald, manager of Gowrie, the International ordered a pump
on the same lines, the Knowles people began to feel that their anticipa-

tions of failure were not to be realized. They have, the writer thinks, now

adopted Mr. Carmichael's formula. It is as follows:

Tin, 25 parts

Lead, 65J
"

Copper, 5 "

Antimony, 4J
"

100

It is, of course, soft, but even with a certain amount of grit in the

water, a covering of tar and tallow keeps a smooth surface on it. Hard
brass valves, with rubber fac.ng give a fair service.

Some of the new aluminum bronzes might stand well, but the writer

does not know of their having been tried. Wooden suction and discharg

pipes are much more satisfactory and cheaper than iron. Those made

by the Wykoff process are capable of withstanding as heavy pressures as

our service requires.

The fact that these corrosive waters are found chiefly in the roof and

underlying strata, in immediate contact with the coal rather than in it,

eaves us from being thrown out of the market. As a matter of fiict pre-

pared coal from Cape Breton is remarkably low in ash and comparatively

free from sulphur. It has the reputation of being hard on bars, owing

mainly to a fact so hard of compreliension by ordinary stokers, that a

coal high in volatile carbon compounds must be treated differently from

coal the carbon in which is mostly fixed. Proper firing is every day

giving us perfectly satisfactory results. So too with spontaneous igni-

tion. Even in the summer of 1887, when coal from the old country,
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the United States and Nova Scotia, was on fire at different places on the

St. Lawrence, the writer knows of only one coal from Cape Breton

Vfh\ch, piled by itself, ignited. That was from a mine wlicre the coal

was not screened at bank, a practice which is to be abandoned next

season.

The above remarks apply only to large coal. They may not be appo-

site, but the matter is important and one on which but little apparently

is known. Was there any atmospheric condition in 1887, wliich niiide

the ignition of coal heaps so common? Why should coals from different

mines ignite more easily tliiin if piled alone? These are questions ia

which both the consumer and burner are interested.

The screening of coal has much to do with its economic value. Seve-

ral Nova Scotian collieries have apparatus working different from the

ordinary fixed bear screens, but the subject may perhaps be w<irth treat-

ing in a special paper.

On reading Mr. Gilpin's paper on Coal Mining in Nova Scotia one can Mr. Leonard,

only admire the completeness of the paper and the conciseness with

which he has treated the prominent features of the industry.

While the subject is under discussion the following description of a

balance for lowering the coal down to the railroad level, which, although

hardly beyond the experimental stage, is doing very good work here,

may be of interest and may be found very serviceable under similar cir-

cumstances elsewhere. The Spring Hill coal is of a tender nature and

crushes easily. In the deep workings it is costly to keep a place wide

enough for a double track timbered up to prevent crushing. In these

lower workings several balances have been driven just wide enough for

the cage.

About midway up the balance, the track is laid on longitudinal sills

instead of on cross ties. Between these cage tracks, is laid the narrow

gauge back balance track.

The back balance is made of two long cast iron square bars with chan-

nels on the under sides fitting over the square axles.

This forms the balance weight, and it runs under the cage at the

" meetings " where the cage tracks are laid on the longitudinal sills.

The drum at the head of the balance is fitted with a separate rope for

the balance and for the cage as usual, one winding on as the other winds

off.

This method secures the advantage of the separate ropes with the

short single drum necessary in this case to prevent the fouling of the

ropes.
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Mr. Archibald. The important point to be decided, as to the method of how coal is to

be worked in a seam, is the percentage that can be removed with

safety and economy.

For some years the Gowrie seam, four feet six inches to five feet in

thickness, was worked by pillar and stall, the stalls being six yards, and

pillars seven yards. Above the natural water level the pillars were

removed. In 1872 the rooms were widened to eleven yards, resnlting

most favorably to the owners and miners. The bords or stalls are

started from the main level, at a width of six yards, and widened }rra-

dually to eleven yards : a turn is then put in and a road \» extended

upon each side, close to the pillar. In order to economize rails, a» the

room advances, only one road is left permanent, and the crossing is

moved from time to time. Two great advantages were gained by

widening the rooms ; a much larger percentage of coal was obtained

by the first working, and the cost reduced, less rails bring required, but

the greatest reduction of expense was found in removing pillars. By the

old system a road was laid in the middle of the bord, and all the roof

coal and dirt were stowed on each side, which cost a large sum to

remove, when the pillars were required. By the new system, the roof

coal and dirt, are stowed in the centre, thus leaving the pillars free from

all debris. If the roof were bad, and the cover heavy, wide rooms could

not be worked with safety and economy, but here this method is feasible,

and the pillars can be removed. In the writer's opinion it is more satis-

factory, and less expensive than longwall.

Underground haulage is one of the most important features that can

engage the attention of a manager. Where a large quantity of coal

has to be raised in ten hours from one shaft, the supply to the bottom,

must be well arranged to keep the hoisting engine constantly employed.

Good and well kept roads, and perfect running tubs assist the transpor-

tation of coal immensely. Hadfield's fixed steel wheel seems to be a

great improvement upon the cast iron wheel formerly used. At the

Gowrie Mines they are used entirely. The tubs carry from twenty-five

hundred to three thousand pounds of coal, and the wheels only wei^
thirty pounds each : the wheels are turned on the axle, and run per-

fectly. In point of wear, it may be stated that we have wheels running

that have been in constant use for five years, and have never had one

break, whereas the old cast iron wheel, weighing sixty pounds, rarely

lasted three years, while accidents from broken wheels were frequent.

In connection with the Hadfield wheel, there is a patent keep which

does not cover the bearing, but allows the axle to be satisfactorily
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greased. This patent keep enables an automatic tub jrrease to be

used, which is a j^reat saving of grease and labor, and has the advantage

of being more reliable than boys. The automatic tub grease was

patented in the United States and Canada, and has been in use at the

Gowrie Mines for the past three years, giving every satisfaction.

Excepting at Sidney Mines, the coal is hauled on the levels by horses.

Self-acting inclines are used in several of the mines, where practicable,

and this is one of the cheapest methods of reducing t'.ie number of horses

required to haul the empty tubs up to the faces of the bords.

In this paper Mr. Gilpin touches on the history, trade statistica, Mr. Pooie.

and methods of working the Nova Scotia cnals, each of which divisions

might be independently and variously treated in more or less detail

according to the bent of the individual writer.

Geologically the different fields have been reported on in the most

comprehensive form by the oflBcers of the Survey, who of course utilized

the material supplied by the several observers who had preceded them

in each locality. The official reports relating thereto begin with that

ofl86G-9.

The early history found in Mr. R. Brown an exponent in iiis " History

of the Island of Cape Breton," and in his "Coal Fields and Coal Trade

of Ciipe Breton"—works which necessitated much research and are now

freely quoted. One historical note may be added : prior to thegninting

of the general lease to the Duke of York, coal was freely stolen from

the unleased outcrops exposed on the Cape Breton cliffs, and preventive

ofiicers were appointed ; of one, it was related to the writer by an old

revenue officer, that zealous in his duty he effectually prevented further

depredations by setting fire to the exposed coal.

The lease to the Duke of York that Mr. Gilpin spenks of beiog

" a princely gift " did not prove so to his assigns, for many a year ; as it

seems tliat the first dividend paid by the General Mining Association

was not until 1845. They had, however, in addition to the royalties, to

pay certain sums to the Duke's creditors for the transfer of the lease.

The royalties reserved by the Duke's lease would not in the present

day be considered merely nominal. A concession certainly was named

for the first five years, but afterwards the rates were 5%. on gold, silver,

&c. (the present rate is 2%) ; 4 pence per ton on iron ore (the present

rate is 5 cents per ton), and for every ton of coal one shilling (the

present rate is 9.7 cents) ; and as there were reserved leases and grants

of land without reservation of mineral, the monopoly was not a close

one, and it was not felt except in coal—the reserved leases having
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Bubse<jueiitly been bought up by the Ounoral Mining Association until

the uioditicatioa of the lease in 1857.

Mr. Gilpin ^'peaks of the development of the gold, gypsum and other

miiieials iinini'diately following the period during which the simple

famiiT doubted if clay were a mineral or not.

The practical discovery of gold was not made until 1860, three years

later
;
gypstim had been quarried and exported in large quantities for

many years, regardless of any rights the monoply legally may have had

for 80 or 90 years' says Prof(s.>or How, in his most valuable "M incralogy

of Nova Scotia,'' 18(j8 ; and he gives a tableof the shipments of gypsum

running back to 1833, in which year no less than 52,460 tons were

quarried. He also speaks of the bricks made and the limestone

quarrit'd prior to 1857, and describes at length the operations at the

Londonderry Iron Mines, then as now independent of the great

Moiioi)uly.

Mr. Brown in his book, page 76, speaks of the General Mining

Association purchasing the leases held by parties at Pictou, but that

Mr. G. Smith, who on payment of £1100 cash held a lease for 20

years from Nov. 3rd, 1819, did not so regard his share of the transaction

in question, is evident from liis petition to the Government for redress

in 1831. He wrote as follows :

" The stnjngest ground I think I have for compensation to rest my
claim on is that it was not the intention of Government, at the time

I obtained my lease, to license any other person in the district of

Pictou, while I continned to comply with the terms of my lease, and

tiie attempt of his Royal Highness' sublessees to interfere with me
would not bo justified on any principle. I had the opinion of the late

Attorney General on this subject, wlio stated to me that under my lease

I might follow the seam to the Bay of Pundy, provided I could satisfy

the proprietors of the soil for surface damage ; but to hold as against

the Government and enter into a competition with the lessees of the

Duke, whose lease was for 60 years, while, during the first five years they

were only to pay 20% per annum, and I havinj; to meet their capital

and gratuitous lease, with annual rent of £370 and 3d. per chaldron

of 36 bushels over 1400 chaldrons, you will at once see that whatever

might be my legal right I could not persist with safety to myself and

therefore I sold my material and utensils for some £400.0.0 to the

agents of the General Mining Association."

He elsewhere in explanation of this writes : "In consequence of the

construction which by the Colonial Government was given to my lease,
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I was compcllud to pay £110 annual rent for a mine on tlie East side

of the Kast Kiver, which, owing to the (juality of the coal, I novcr was
able to work."

Mr. (lilpin speaks of careful revision of the accompany! nji; tabular

statements, which previously had been published in his and ihe Inspector's

JReports to tlie Commissioner of mines. The writer is inclined to hold

thfit too great care cannot be taken in the preparation of tables from

which any deductions are to be drawn, and therefore the writer would

venture, in spite of a possible charge of being captiously critical, t<i point

out errors that iiave crept in or have n<it been corrected since the figures

first appeared in the Departmental Heports.

First, he would correct one of his own making when the Table of Sales

wa"* compiled. It was due to want of data, pincc partially obtained.

The sales of coal should be jicreased from the figures given for the

decades

1811—20 to not less than 104,650 tons.

1821—30 " " 169,282 tons.

The Table of Pit Tubs has not been revised since 1872, except

in the additional cases, the Vale, where the 'contents' figure up
to 26% not to 14 cubic feet s \ given in the table, while changes have been

made in at leaNt three of the cases cited. The wide mine gauge of 4 feet

has been done away with, and one of 26 inches substituted, for one reason,

because at greater depths the increased pressure necessitated narrower

places ihan the wide gauge required ; and as it is now, at gre;iter depths

bords driven in 9 feet wide become so reduced in size by the pressure

when tiie pillars are being drawn, that there is notiiing to spare between

the tubs on the narrower tracks and tlie timbers of the bord.

In the table of Winding engines, the gross load, coal, cages and

ropes, and in the case of inclines the additicm.d friction of rollers and

pulleys, does not seem to be uniformly given, nor is the verticiil height

of the lifts stated, so that the work done by the several engines does not

clearly appeur, nor why ropes of such various sizes should be used. In

some cases it would seem the table is in error, and in three at least the

sizes of the ropes are too large.

Under the head of Pumping the estimates of the total output of water

can be at the best but approximate only, and would be better in round

numbers ; in some cases due allowances do not seem to have been made
for idle days, and the figures would appear rather over than under the

actual make of water.

Explanatory notes seem necessary in connection with some of the
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taUca :— Ry tliat of Exports to tho United Statcp it niiglit bo iiiforred

tliiit all the late whipiiienta of coal to that country paid a duty of 76

cents per ton, when in fact about half of those of late yoare, being

cut retl an "Culm", piiid but 40 cents duty.

Mr. (lilpin rinhtly (luustiona tho reliability of the avorajics, for without

full <xplaiiiition8 or knowle<ige of the varied conditionH, no deductions as

to average earnings of men, or lahor cost of production, could be mado

froui the Ketuins given quarterly to the Government. For example,

one concern may shew the cost of transportation in labor chiefly on the

colliery railway, while another has no such charge, cash bi'ing paid to

an independent organization for carriage of coal to the port of shipment.

Again if we take the number of hands employed, and tho total days'

labor they perform during the year, it would appear that at some mines

the men and boys below ground average but 175 or 190 days, and that

consequently their gross earnings must be small indeed, while at another

mine, with an average of 270 days, the circumstances of the workmen

must be vastly superior, and yet the former may not be so badly off, as

a large proportion may be transient, employed during summer only, and

retiring to their farms during the dull season.

The construction account given is from data supplied in consequence

of requirements in the Leases, and is supposed to include charges to

capital account only. If rightly given, a comparison of several years

would show periods of expansion and depression.

The t-ketch Mr. Gilpin has given ofthe older method of working by

gate-roads driven at half pitch recalls a still older system, when sskips were

used before the introduction of tubs, i.e., mine cars, say, prior to 1852.

Then, on the railway bord at the foot ofeach gate-road, where Mr.Gilpin

shews a head down to the parallel mine bord below, there was a "horso

hole", a place where the horse could turn when he dragged the skip on

to the platform at that point. The skip was a sled with runners, and a

strong iron bale over which broad iron rings were tiirown as the coal

was skilfully built up within them ; hoisted to the surface it was run

on a trolley to the screen or brow of the coal heap, and toppled over, the

rings of course rolling down to be subsequently collected and carried

back to the pit mouth.

Mr. Gilpin brings before us so many subjects of colliery interest, and

the practice is so varied, that one is at a loss what to select and what to

avoid. Success in mining the soft coals, especially in inclined seams,

largely depends on the judicious use of mechanical appliances, and the

cost of production has a wider range under what might appear very

similar conditions than would be supposed.

1
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The difference in (' •• life of ropes for the amount of work done at

the several luincH is ^iuiost incredible, and couse((uently the cost of

many thousands of feet of rope is of no small moment. The variation

is at least four to one. Various sizes, makes and qualitii(s may bo

seen ; the "lock coil" lookiiij; like a continuous bar of iron, and presenting

a continuous surface, with consecjuontly less abrasion for itself and the

pulleys and rollers that bear it ; Lanj^'s patent with the lay of the

strands and the wires in the same directii)n, and ropes of the ordinary

lay of fine and cour.se wires of all qualities from plough steel down to

iron. Hopes of one half the weight, but of improved (|uality, have in

some cases been substituted with advantage. Then again the treatment

ropes receive is various, some drag o'.i tlie ground or are exposed to the

corrosive action of mine waters, others are lubricated with an oil that

searches in between the wires ; more ropes are destroyed by internal

corrosion than by external abrasion, some are well roUered, and others

pass over pulleys lined with wood.

Tlie gauge of mine tracks and sizes of tubs or cars calls for a division

of opinion; one contends he has effected economy by enlarging, another

by reducing the size.

The efficiency of the blow down fans of local design is open to

question. Mr. Gilpin refers to and contends that the measure of success

they enjoy is due rather to an absence of friction in the air-ways than

to their construction.

Signalling is not alone confined to the method spoken of, there is an

improved means by two taut reciprocating wires conveying uniform

motion to pointers on dials thousands of feet away ; and electric

signalling is in use in at least one mine, and so arranged within reach of

men riding on the incline that contact can be made at any point ; but in

that position it is exposed to damage or rather annihilation, when a run-

away of the rake of mine cars clears the slope of wires, timbers and

rollers. Speaking of run-aways brings up the " durkey " question and

appliances ibr catching the tubs when rope or coupling breaks. The

ordinary durkey, a pointed bar trailing behind the rake, is useless on

slopes of 20 degrees or more that are too high for the bar to thrust the

hind tub to the roof. In ordinary course of working the durkey is

seldom used, more reliance being placed on careful inspection of ropes

and couplings, but a frequent thorough examination of all draw bars and

links is not possible, and a more efficient safeguard than the ordinary

durkey is desirable. The writer devised, and has in use on some riding

tubs, a contrivance which relies on the reversed motion pressing knife
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edges into the sills to which the inclined rails are spiked, and so bring-

ing the car with its load of men to rest without the sudden jerk that

the use of the rigid durkey entails.

These are small matters which have been referred to, Mr. Gilpin having

introduced the broad outlines of the practice at the Coal Mines, com-

ments on modification or derails alone are left. Yet details are not to

be despised if improvemep.ts—elsewhere designed—are to be successfully

adopted, and certainly the practice of the colliery engineer gives

many opportunities to effect economies by attention to little things.

He also can with advantage bear in mind the lesson taught the cotton

spinner when told to "cLalk your bobbins".

Mr. Gisborne, Mr. Gisbome desired to express his regret that he was unable to be

present at the reading of Dr. Gilpin's interesting, historical and practi-

cal paper upon the Coal Fields of Nova Scotia.

He had been the engineer and manager of four collieries in Cape

Breton, during the years 1869 to 1875, and had opened the " Reserve,"

" Lorway," "Emery," and Schooner Pond mines from the surface,

besides being the contractor for the construction of the Sydney and

Louisburg Railroad and piers, and the shipper of all the coal raised by

the Company to Canadian, United States and other foreign markets.

His experience with narrow gauge railways and Fairlie engines (ori-

ginally adopted by the English Company which he represented, as a

matter of (false) economy and contrary to his advice) was conclusively

in favor of the standard 4 feet 8J inches gauge and ordinary engine, for

as a matter of fact, two out of his three Fairlie engines were almost

invariably " in hospital."

Then again narrow gauge coal trucks cannot be efficiently and eco-

nomically unloaded from their bottoms ; but had to be discharged from

their sides, which was a slow process until he invented a balanced tip-

shoot-platform, by which the entire truck was tilted sideways, and then

returned to its horizontal position automatically. An inspection of this

invention, which enabled one man to discharge 60 to 80 tons of coal per

hour into a vessel's hold, would be interesting to narrow gauge railway

proprietors.

There was a considerable difference also in the economic value of the

bituminous coals of Nova Scotia as Would be noted in the following ana-

lysis, some being better adapted for household fuel, other seams for

steam raising purposes and others for gas.
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Thus Old Sydney gave : Pictou coal gave : And Spring Hill, Cumberland ;

Volatile matter, 28 Volatile matter, 27 Volatile matter, 22
Carbon, 67 Carbon, 60 Carbon, 66

Ash, 5 Ash, 13 Ash, 12

100 100 100

Yielding 6,500 feet of gas

to tlie ton.

Yielding 7,000 feet of gas

to the ton.

Yielding 6,000 feet of gas

to tlie ton.

Whereas the Reserve Cape Breton gave the following analysis of

cargoes sent to the Manhattan Gas Company of New York and a later

sample to the Royal School of Mines in London :

Bank crop coal Deeper mined coal
at New York: at London; And Scliooner Pond :

Volatile matter, 34'5
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in reserve, and the bright outlook for Nova Scotia mines was relegated

to the future—Cape Breton coal became a drug on the market, even at

less than $1.40 per ton at the mines, and his company collapsed after

an expenditure of over $2,000,000, having made no profit out of whioh

they could pay interest upon their bonded debt. The property passed

out of the hands of the shareholders, and thus he had abandoned

mining ventures and returned to his " first love " Electrical Science.

Mr. Gilpin. Jq closing the discussion begged to express his thanks for the kind

references to his paper. He regretted that the space and time at

his disposal did not permit of his giving more details on some of the in-

terestiu^r points connected with the practice of coal mining in Nova
Scotia. Tb tabular statements had received numerous corrections

since they had been submitted to the Society, and he hoped that when

published they would be fairly accurate.

He, like Mr. Poole, approves of the exhaust fans as conducing to

more permanent efficiency, and as capable of bearing greater burdens

than the ordinary pattern of forcing fans. The friability of the Cape Bre-

ton coal has been employed as an argument against its use for all ordinary

purposes. The fact, however, remains that under intelligent handling

more heat can b ogot from small than from large coal, wliich is in the line

of the experiments that show that the ultimate greatest efficiency of a

pound of coal is to be sought from its component parts on the eve of

their greatest dissociation.

If it were possible to ship the coal as run of mine, screen it at point

of delivery, and make coke and briquettes out of the slack coal, there

would be a larger percentage of round coal for the conservative house-

holder.

The percentage of ash in the Cape Breton coals is lower than in the

Nova Scotia coals, but although the total theoretical evaporative power

may be highest in a low ash coal, there are, as a rule, certain practical

objections to this. There seems to bean advantage in a considerable

percentage of ash in coals burned under a very strong draft, and the ex-

planation may be that the slightly retarded combustion is the most per-

fect.

In this connection, Johnstone, in his little work on the Coals of British

America, gives the result of an official test by the American Government

of Sydney and Albion coal as follows :

Sydney coal-ash, 6 p.c. ; Ibs.of steam from 212'', 7"90.

Pictou coal-ash, 13'38 p.c. ; Ibs.of steam from 212*, 8'41.

In a paper read some years ago, before the North of England
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Mining Institute, on Canadian coiils, tlie author gave a fairly complete set

of analyses of the ashes of Cape Breton coals. These analyses show that,

broadly speaking, the composition of the Cape Breton coal ashes, as

distinguished from those of the mainlaml is of a ferruginous character,

while that ofthe latter is silicious. It would seem that the fusible clinker

of the former with too thick a fire, is tlie principal reason why com-

plaints are heard of the destructive action of Cape Breton coal ou fire

bars. This can readily be avoided by proper firing.

There is no question that tiie interests of the coal owner demanded

the introduction of mechanical cutters and haulers. The first cost was '

very heavy for air compressors and pipes, and the use of electricity

seemed to aflFord the happy medium of cost versus portability. Tlie

ingenuity and skill displayed by the management of the Gowrie mine

in dealing with acid pit water was deserving of the greatest praise, and

he would suggest that Mr. Archibald and his staff should devise some

plan of revenge upon the acid water by utilising it in some commercial

process, which in return would call for their coal for steam and power

raising.
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